
   Shreds paper and optical 
media in only one machine

intimus 175 
Hybrid

If you need to shred CD/ DVD’s and Paper at the highest security level. 

Intimus introduces the intimus 175 hybrid high security shredder. The 

intimus 175 hybrid is our first shredder which combines both functions 

in one machine. The intimus 175 hybrid meets the requirements from 

international security authorizations as the US NSA or the German BSI. 

This machine meets the requirements of the highest security level of DIN 

standard 66399.

SHREDDER 
FOR 

HIGH SECURITY 
APPLICATIONS

High Security 
shredding
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INNOVATIVE CUTTING TECHNOLOGY

The intimus 175 hybrid utilizes the latest innovative cutting 
technology. The solid cutting shafts are made out of a special 
material which is divided into two segments. Both parts are using 
a different geometrical design, optimized for the requirements of 
destruction of optical media and paper.

FOCUS ON USER FRIENDLINESS

The operation of the intimus 175 hybrid is based on the proven 
i-control. This controls the shredders functions and provides visual             
information for user clarity. The machine is also equipped with a 
solution to start and stop automatically. For optimum performance 
especially for the destruction of CD/DVD our machine comes with 
a new automatic oiling system. This ensures life time of trouble 
free operation. Oiling the cutting unit regularly optimizes the 
oil consumption. If the bottle is nearing empty the machine will 
automatically inform the user to replenish it. 

ENVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLY

During the development of the intimus 175 hybrid, special attention 
was taken to ensure environmental friendly design. This dual 
function shredder with i-control is also equipped with the Ecologic 
energy management system, as a standard feature. Ecologic 
time responsive electronics puts the shredder into sleep mode 
after its been at idle for some time. Waste separation follows the 
sustainable approach. The separation of optical media waste 
provides the best conditions for recycling.
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 SPECIFICATIONS

Cut size paper 0.031 x 0.177 inch

Cut size optical media 0.047 x 0.078 inch

Security level DIN 66399  P-7/ O-6 

Cutting speed 0,23 m/sec

Bin volume (Gallons) CD: 11.8 / Paper: 25.3

Working width CD: 4.92 inch / Paper: 10.43 inch

Noise level 52 db(A)

Dimensions 25.9 x 22 x 41.3 inch

When security matters

With a size of 0,0037 inch²* at Optical Media and      
0,0055 inch² at Paper, the intimus 175 hybrid exceeds 
the global standard for high security applications: Min. 
requirement for Optical Media

• NSA (USA) Standard: NSA/CSS 04-02 = 0.015 inch²

• BSI (Germany) TL-3420 = 0.015 inch²

* Particle length may vary depending on shredding 
material and ambient conditions.


